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Computing the order polynomial of an ordered set is a hard counting problem in general. We 
present efficient algorithms for the classes of orders with bounded width and series-parallel 
orders. We furthermore show that for fixed i the i-th coefficient of the order polynomial can be 
computed in polynomial time for the class of semiorders. 
1. Introduction 
The order polynomial associates a polynomial of degree [P[ with an ordered set 
P and reflects many fundamental order invariants. Stanley [10] was the first to 
realize the important role of the order polynomial played in the analysis of enumer- 
ative properties of combinatorial structures. The coefficients of the order poly- 
nomial can theoretically be gained via a canonical decomposition of the underlying 
ordered set (Stanley [11]). This procedure, however, is intrinsically exponential. 
Computing the order polynomial is a hard counting problem in general. We want 
to show in this paper that nontrivial classes of orders exist for which the problem 
can be solved in polynomial time. Our approach attempts to determine the coeffi- 
cients of the polynomial by efficient recursive methods. 
We present he order polynomial and some of its basic properties in Section 2. 
In Section 3, we develop a general recursion yielding the coefficients and show that 
our recursion is polynomial in particular for classes of orders with bounded width. 
Making use of the decomposition properties of series-parallel orders, Section 4 
derives an efficient algorithm for the order polynomial of such orders. A charac- 
terizing decomposition property is seen to yield a polynomial algorithm to compute 
the i-th coefficient for the class of semiorders in Section 5. We close with some 
remarks and open problems. 
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2. The order polynomial 
We will consider finite (partially) ordered sets P and use the following termino- 
logy. A subset I _  P is an ideal of P if xe I  and y<x implies ye l  for all yeP .  A 
filter of P is the set theoretic omplement of an ideal of P. 
A map f :P~Q from the ordered set P into the ordered set Q is an (order-) 
homomorphism if x<y in P implies f(x)<_f(y) in Q for all x, y e P. 
It is a simple but important observation that the reverse image of an ideal is an 
ideal and the reverse image of a filter is a filter with respect o any given homo- 
morphism. 
We will be particularly interested in homomorphisms into chains, i.e., ordered 
sets where any two elements are comparable. 
With the ordered set P, ]P] =n, Stanley [10, 111 associates the order polynomial 
co(P; x) = IHom(P, x)], 
where Horn(P, x) denotes the set of all homomorphisms from P into a chain with 
x elements. The fact that co(P; x) indeed is a polynomial follows from the repre- 
sentation 
co(P;x)= ~ e, 
, _ ,  
where [x ] l=x(x - l ) . . . (x - i+  1) and the coefficient e i counts the number of sur- 
jective homomorphisms of P onto an /-element chain. 
The order polynomial is equally determined by the coefficients e,, i= 1 ..... n, 
which count the number of strict surjective homomorphisms onto an/-chain. Recall 
that the homomorphism f is strict if x<y implies f (x )<f (y )  for all x, y e P. (For a 
more detailed exposition of the order polynomial see also, e.g., Aigner [11.) The 
ek's may be regained from the ~'i's via 
,(,1) ek=( - l )  n _ ( -1 )  e i. 
iok k - I  
Our objective is to determine the coefficients ei of co(P;x) efficiently. This is a 
generally difficult problem. For example, e2 counts the number of ideals of P 
(minus 2), which is a #P-complete counting problem already for orders of height 
1 (Provan and Ball [8]). Following Valiant [151, we define a counting problem to 
belong to the class #P if there exists a nondeterministic algorithm which verifies 
feasible solutions in polynomial time. Hence, computing e2 is as hard as counting 
the number of satisfying truth assignments for the (NP-complete) satisfiability 
problem. 
The coefficient e,, is the number of linear extensions of P. The computational 
complexity status of e,, is undecided. It is closely related to the computation of 
volumes for convex polytopes (see Lov~tsz [6, p. 561). It is important o note that 
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the index n refers to the cardinality of the ground set. Indeed, for any fixed k>2,  
the computation of e k is easily seen to be #P-complete as well: 
The argument can be based on induction as follows. Denote by P '  the order 
obtained from P by adding a new unique greatest element _1. Then the surjections 
onto a k-chain partition into two classes according to whether the element 1 is the 
only element mapped onto the maximal element of the chain or not. Thus 
ek _ i(P) = ek(P') -- ek(P). 
Hence the computation of e k is as least as hard as the computation of e k_ ~. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following 
Theorem. The order polynomial of an order P can be computed inpolynom&l time 
for the class of orders of bounded width and for the class of series-parallel orders. 
Moreover, for fixed i the i-th coefficient of the order polynomial can efficiently be 
computed for the class of semiorders. 
Stanley [11] presents a recursive decomposition for P which allows evaluation of 
the e,'s. This procedure, however, is intrinsically exponential even for orders of 
bounded width and, furthermore, need not preserve defining properties of special 
classes of orders (for example, the class of semiorders is not closed under this 
decomposition). 
The proof of our Theorem is contained in the subsequent three sections. 
3. Ordered sets of bounded width 
The width w(P) of the ordered set P is the largest size of a subset of P containing 
only pairwise incomparable lements. In this section, we will present a general 
algorithm for the computation of the coefficients e i. This algorithm will be seen 
to run in polynomial time with respect o the class !¢ K of orders whose width does 
not exceed the constant K. 
Let us first describe the general recursion. Assume that the collection J (P )  of 
filters of P is given by 
J (P )  = {FI .. . . .  Fro}- 
Also assume that the coefficient el_ ~ (Fj), j = 1 ... . .  m, for the members of HP)  are 
available. Then the coefficients ei(F)) can be computed as follows: 
eitFj) = ~ {ei_ i(F/) :F/CFj, F/=#Fj }. 
The validity of this recursion is easily established: A typical surjective homo- 
morphism from Fj onto the /-chain C is obtained by mapping a given order ideal 
I of Fj onto the minimal element x I of C and the complementary filter F=Fj \ I 
homomorphically onto the complementary ( i -  l)-chain C \ xl. 
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We now derive an upper bound for the order of complexity of the above 
algorithm. 
If w(P)=k is the width of P, Dilworth's Theorem guarantees the existence of 
chains CI .....  C k covering P. (It is well-known that such a chain covering can be 
found in time polynomial in n). Since every filter is uniquely determined by its set 
of minimal elements, the observation [Cj[ -<n for j=  1 ..... k shows that the number 
m of filters is bounded by n k. 
Running through the list F l .. . . .  F m of filters, it is clear that the recursive compu- 
tation for each coefficient ei(Fj) can be carried out in time O(m). Hence the coeffi- 
cients el . . . . .  e n can be computed in time O(n.m2), which yields the upper estimate 
O(nZk+~). Note that the last estimate xhibits our recursion to be polynomial with 
respect o the class of ordered sets whose width does not exceed the constant K. 
4. Series-parallel orders 
The class of series-parallel orders is defined inductively as follows: 
(a) A single element is series-parallel. 
(b) If (Pi, -< i) and (P2,-<2) are series parallel with PINP2=O, then the series 
composition P= (P~ UP2, -<) is series-parallel, where 
x-<y in P iff x-<lY or x-<2y or x~Pl  and yEP  2. 
(c) If (Pl, -< 1) and (P2, -<2) are series-parallel with Pl f"lP2=O, then the parallel 
composition (PI U P2, - )  is series-parallel, where 
x-<y in P iff x-<~y or x-<2Y. 
The example of trivially ordered sets (i.e., sets without any proper compara- 
bilities) shows that generally [P[ is the best bound for the width of series-parallel 
orders. Hence the algorithm of Section 3 will not be polynomial for the class of 
series-parallel orders. Yet, the order polynomial is efficiently computable also for 
this class as we will proceed to demonstrate. 
To this end it is useful to introduce another type of coefficients ~i for the order 
P, where 
ei = # {strict homomorphisms into an /-chain}. 
Note that the homomorphisms in the definition of ~i are not required to be sur- 
jective. Nevertheless, the order polynomial of P is uniquely determined by the 
coefficients el .... .  eN for N>_IP[. Indeed, the following recursions are easily 
verified: 
~j= ~ (J')e/ fo r j= l  .....  N 
t - I  \ l /  
and hence 
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=ei -  ~, fo r i= l  ..... n. 
k=l k 
The decomposition tree of orders into series or parallel components can be found 
efficiently (see, e.g., Valdes et al. [14]). Since the case of singletons is trivial, a 
polynomial algorithm for the computation of the order polynomial will therefore 
be obtained if, in each decomposition step, the coefficients ~i, and ~j can be up- 
dated efficiently. 
Thus, let Pl and P2 be two disjoint ordered sets with coefficients dj(Pl), ej(PI) 
and ei(P2), ei(P2) respectively. We consider two cases. 
(i) P is the series composition of Pl and P2. Observing that the images of Pl and 
P2 are disjoint under strict homomorphisms, every strict surjection from P onto a 
k-chain is composed of a strict surjection of P~ onto a k:chain and a strict sur- 
jection of P2 onto a k2-chain with k~ + k 2 = k. Thus 
t - I  
ei(P)= ~ ~s(Pl).~i_s(P2). 
S-I  
The di(P)'s then yield the ~j(P)'s according to the formula above. 
(ii) P is the parallel composition of PI and P2- Then, obviously, 
ej(P ) = ej( Pl ) " ej(P2), 
from which also the ~i(P)'s can be computed. 
With hindsight we see that, of course, our algorithm is not only polynomial with 
respect o the class of series-parallel orders but with respect o any class generated 
from a finite collection of indecomposable orders under series and parallel com- 
position. 
5. Semiorders 
Semiorders (a.k.a. unit interval orders) are interval orders which admit a repre- 
sentation on a line in such a way that all intervals share the same length (cf. 
Golumbic [4, Chapter 8] or Roberts [9, Chapter 6]). Abstractly, semiorders are 
characterized as those orders which do not contain the following two orders 2 + 2 
and 1 +3 as induced suborders: 
II 
2+2 
t 
1+3 
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In particular, every semiorder P satisfies for every x, y•  P 
N(x) c_ N(y)  or N(y) c_ N(x), 
where N(x)= {z•P :x<z}.  
Let now P= {xl .. . . .  xn} be a fixed semiorder and assume 
N(xi)c_N(xi+l) for l<_ i<n-1  
and 
N-(x i )~_N- (x i+~)  if N(xi)=N(xi+~), 
where N- (x )= {z•P :  z<x}.  We denote by 
,ok = {x l  . . . . .  xk } 
the semiorder induced on the first k elements. We will make use of following funda- 
mental property of semiorders. 
Lemma. Let Min pk be the set o f  minimal elements o f  the suborder pk  o f  the semi- 
order P. Then there exists some j < k such that 
Min pk= {Xj, Xj+ I . . . . .  Xk}. 
Proof. Clearly, x k e Min pk. Let xte  Min pk.  We claim x/+ 1 • Min pk. 
Suppose this is not the case. Then xt+ 1 e N(Xk), i.e., xl + 1 > Xk. N(xl) = N(Xl~ l) is 
impossible, since N-(x t )~N- (x t+ 1). Hence, there exists an element y>x l÷ ~ which 
is comparable with xz. Thus, {xl, y, xz+I,Xk} induces a suborder of type 1+3, 
contradicting our hypothesis. 13 
Making use of the Lemma we will now establish a recursion which allows the 
computation of el(P) in polynomial time with respect o the class of semiorders for 
each fixed index i. (Recall, on the other hand, that already the computation of 
e2(P) is #P-complete in general.) 
The idea hereby consists in solving the problem for the orders pk, k = 1 . . . . .  n in 
turn. For each k let sk be the index such that 
Min Pk = {Xs,,Xs~  l. . . . .  Xk}, 
where we assume that the semiorder P is indexed as in the Lemma. For each 
l e  {sl . . . . .  s,} and l <v<_i we set 
E/k(/, v) = collection of surjective homomorphisms from pk onto/-chains 
Ci such that the inverse image of the first o elements of Ci is 
contained in {xt, xt~ l . . . . .  xk} and xteMin pk. 
For every m<i ,  n>_lz>_12>_ ... >_/,,,>0 and 0<u~<u2<- - -<o, ,<_ i  we define the 
coefficient 
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e((s6,s 6 . . . .  ,st,; o,, o2 . . . . .  ore): o l )n  -.. ne , (s,o, o,,) l .  
Assuming that the coefficients corresponding to ej have been defined analogously 
for j< i ,  we now derive easy updating rules: 
eki + l(st,,st: . . . . .  st.; ol, oz . . . . .  o,,,) =e~i2 j(sl, . . . . .  s/,.; ol - 1,02 - 1 ..... v m - 1) 
+ e/~_ l(s 6, ...,st,; vl, o2 - 1, ..., om- 1) + -.- 
+ e~_)(s 6, ... ,st.; vl, 02 . . . . .  Ora) 
i 
+ ~ eki-l(St, . . . . .  St.,Sk+l;Ot . . . . .  Ore, r) 
r -um* I 
+ Ome~(s 6 . . . . .  s t ;  ol . . . . .  ore) 
+ ~ e~(sI, . . . . .  S I . ,Sk+l '~O I . . . . .  Om, r). 
r=o.+ [ 
To check that the recursion is valid we partition the surjections according to the 
following principles. We first consider the case where xk+~ is mapped onto the 
element r and r has no other preimages. This yields the subcases l <_r<_o~, ol <r<_ 
02 . . . .  , om<r<_i. The next case counts the number of maps such that r has at least 
one more preimage other than Xk+ ~ with subcases l <-r<-Vm and om<r<_i. Note 
that in the case where the element Xk+ 1 is the only element mapped onto r formal 
redundancies, which can easily be removed, may occur in the recursion formula. For 
example, if o m = i -  1 and r = i, then 
ei k- l (s6 . . . . .  st., Sk  + 1 ; O l . . . . .  Ore, r) = eki_ 1 (SI  I . . . . .  Sire ; D] . . . . .  Dir I ) ,  
since in this case the coefficient can be nonzero only if both pk and P*~ ~ are anti- 
chains. 
With the help of these coefficients and a similar case analysis we obtain the 
recursion: 
i i 
e i (P*+l )=e i - , (Pk )+ ~ e~- l (Sk+J ,O- -1)+ei (Pk)+ ~ eik(sx+l ,V-1) .  
0-2  o=2 
Because i is fixed this recursive procedure has to evaluate only O(('~) 2) auxiliary 
coefficients and hence allows the computation of ei(P)  in polynomial time. 
6. Remarks 
The order polynomial is closely related to the chromat ic  po lynomia l  for graphs, 
which associates with the graph G the polynomial x(G;x ) ,  where for every xe  N, 
z(G;  x) counts the number of distinct (strict) colorings of G using at most x colors. 
Stanley [12] shows that the chromatic polynomial of the graph G can be computed 
from the collection of order polynomials associated with the acyclic orientations of 
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G. In this context it may be interesting to point out that the order polynomial 
¢o(P;x), although defined in terms of the specific order P, only depends on the 
comparability graph of P. In other words, two ordered sets already have the same 
order polynomial if they have isomorphic comparability graphs (Faigle and 
Schrader [3]). 
Since the 3-colorability problem is NP-complete the derivation of the chromatic 
polynomial is at least NP-hard. The decision problems associated with the compu- 
tation of the order polynomial in contrast are obviously polynomial. Yet, as noted 
before, the counting problems are #P-complete. For further discussion of the 
complexity of the chromatic polynomial, see, e.g. Mansfield and Welsh [71. 
Although the computation of the order polynomial or even of a fixed coefficient 
appears to be generally intractable, our results show that efficient algorithms may 
be obtained for various classes of particular orders. The question arises whether our 
results of Section 5 can be strengthened and a polynomial algorithm for the 
complete computation of the order polynomial can be given for semiorders. It 
would also be interesting to know what other classes allow computation of the order 
polynomial as well. Likely candidates might be general interval orders, for which 
e 2 can be computed in polynomial time (see Faigle et al. [2]). Let us point out that 
the approach in Section 5 for semiorders does not cover the complete class of 
interval orders since it is based on the Lemma, which actually describes a defining 
property of semiorders. 
Similarly, the number of ideals in orders of dimension 2 can be found efficiently 
(Steiner [131). Habib and M6hring [5] show how to compute the coefficient en with 
respect to a class of orders which is generated by substitution from a finite collection 
of orders. It is not hard to also determine the coefficient e2 for this class. In fact, 
in view of Section 4, it does not appear impossible to handle the complete order 
polynomial for this class. 
Of particular interest should also be classes of algebraically structured orders. For 
example, it is an open question whether a polynomial algorithm exists for the class 
of Boolean algebras. 
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